Website protection, data
security and compliance
Are you a Financial Services business regulated
by APRA or ASIC? Do your members or clients
interact with your websites?
Financial institutions are a prime target of cybercriminals. Recent research by
Kaspersky Labs notes that Australia is the third most targeted country of
Distributed Denial of Service (DDos) attacks.
Furthermore, statistics from the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner
shows that the Financial Services sector is the second-largest source of data
breaches. The monetary gain resulting from cyberattacks means that the financial
services markets will continue to be a primary focus for cybercrime.
At experteq, we understand the importance of security and we know how vital it is
to keep your websites and systems online and secure. Through our 30 years of
experience providing managed services to the highly-regulated financial services
industry, we can help you minimise the risk of attack with managed proactive
security controls, comprehensive traffic monitoring and multilayered anomaly
detection technologies.
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Industry compliant

Microsoft Azure leads the industry with more
than 90 compliance offerings. This is
complimented by experteq security layers
through vulnerability scanning, penetration
testing, logging, patching, authentication,
segregation and monitoring to give you
complete peace of mind.

experteq solutions are aligned with APRA CPS
234 and are PCI-DSS compliant, so you can be
confident of meeting the regulatory
requirements for business continuity, risk
mitigation and data security.

Cost-efficient

Fully managed

This consumption-based model means you
only pay for what you actually use. You also
have the ability to add or reduce resources
based on your website traffic.

We’ll help you plan a solution that meets your
business requirements and we’ll take care of
every aspect of your solution – from migration
through to management and ongoing
optimisation.

Talk to us today about your business requirements and
we’ll undertake a technical assessment and provide
you with recommendations for your organisation.
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